HO 20’ Reefer Container With Chassis

CMA CGM w/ Trac Leasing Chassis

Tropical w/ Hyundai Chassis

ONE w/ Flexi-Van Chassis

CGM w/ Trac Leasing Chassis

Beacon w/ Hyundai Chassis

Hapag-Lloyd w/ Flexi-Van Chassis

ATH28889 | HO RTR 20’ Chassis w/ Reefer Container, CGMU
ATH28890 | HO RTR 20’ Chassis w/ Reefer Container, TTRU
ATH28891 | HO RTR 20’ Chassis w/ Reefer Container, SZLU
ATH28892 | HO RTR 20’ Chassis w/ Reefer Container, AMCU
ATH28893 | HO RTR 20’ Chassis w/ Reefer Container, BMOU
ATH28894 | HO RTR 20’ Chassis w/ Reefer Container, HLXU

PROTOTYPE AND BACKGROUND INFO:
20ft refrigerated containers such as these are commonly used for the transportation of temperature-sensitive products. Constructed mostly of aluminum, the container’s walls also incorporate thick insulation to help maintain a controlled temperature. For road transport of these containers, special 20’ container chassis are used.

CONTAINER MODEL FEATURES:
• Highly-detailed, injection-molded body
• Decorated models fully-assembled and ready to run out of the package
• Different container number from 3-Packs

20’ CONTAINER CHASSIS FEATURES
• Stackable
• Detailed wheels with rubber tires
• Fully-assembled and ready to use out of the box
• Painted and printed for realistic decoration

• Blister packaging for easy viewing
• Reefer unit to match prototype

• Landing gear
• Painted mud flaps
• Highly-detailed, injection-molded body
• Great for use with RTR Yard Tractors announced last month (8-28-20)

$33.98 SRP

Announced 09.25.20
Orders Due: 10.30.20
ETA: October 2021